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SAINT CLOCHE – ‘ELEMENTS’  
Feb 10-21, 2016 

• Ingrid Bowen 
• Jan Howlin 
• Marina Pribaz 

Elements is a new group show that explores notions of what this word means.  

Elements being integral characteristics of an abstract whole.  
Elements are the primary constituents of matter.   
Elements are part of the natural world. 

Working in a moorish palette of indigo, earth tones, olives, organic greens and copper – the concept will 
be explored by a painter and 2 ceramicists. 

Ingrid Bowen:  
http://www.ingridbowen.com.au/ 

Ingrid is a Sydney-based artist, drawing inspiration from both her travels and the Australian landscape.  
Off the back of her taking the winning title in the Saint Cloche ‘Little Things’ competition last September, 
Ingrid returns to the gallery to showcase more of her popular and unique brand of painting. 

The artist works on cotton rag board with watercolour, ink, acrylic metallic paint with much quiet 
contemplation to create landforms and landscapes, patterns and patinas, perspectives and horizons. 

“In my Elements series I’m enjoying the process of landforms becoming landscapes, by allowing colour to 
morph into natural notions of country, and then adding elements* to elaborate on the story. Ambiguous in 
perspective, these are imagined, remembered, and forgotten places.  I like the tension created by what is 

added, and what is left out. Copper, endemic to NSW, is a nod to my heritage”. 

Jan Howlin - Sculptural Ceramics:  
http://www.janhowlin-ceramics.com/ 

Jan is a Sydney-based ceramicist who hand-builds sculptural objects allowing the form to tell the story, 
alluding to ideas and meaning through its three-dimensionality. 

Her Tree Series was inspired by the wonderful stands of trees that make strong, dark marks across the 
windswept coastal landscape of south–western Victoria.  

“The image of a windbreak, like an old windmill could almost be a logo for nature being put to use for 
human ends, in its strength and solidarity it came to represent to me the human struggle also. You have 

quite a lot of time to think when you're pushing clay around and I found this parallel between tree and man 
strangely comforting, a commendation of our better nature over the side too often seen”. 

Her works in a previous exhibition with Saint Cloche, Black line Boogie, is featured in the current issue of 
The Journal of Australian Ceramics. 
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http://www.ingridbowen.com.au/
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Marina Pribaz - Functional Ceramics: 
http://marinapribaz.com/stoneware-works/ 

Marina Pribaz is a ceramic artist focusing on making functional pieces.  Her work is primarily slipcast, and 
then carved, pierced and hand-painted to create an organic textural quality. Her works speak of nature- 
landforms, striations, movement of water, imagined trees - all with the unmistakable mark of something 
made by the human hand. 

"This body of work finds its inspiration in the earth and the air.  It beckons the viewer to slow down, get 
close, touch and feel. By encouraging its tactile nature to be explored, the work strives to connect to the 

viewer's own spirit and internal poetry. The work investigates the organic, earthy qualities against the 
light, delicate ephemera residing in our natural world.  The pieces are of themselves elemental- using clay 
and water to create a slip, which is then fired utilising fire and air to vitrify and create fine, delicate pieces 

that reflect the fragility of our world- both inner and outer.” 

______________________ 

YOU ARE INVITED | Opening Night & evening with the artists | Wednesday 10th February @6pm | 
Special Guest Speaker – Photographer & author Victoria Alexander 

Exhibition opens Wednesday 10th December and runs till Sunday 21st February | 10am - 5pm Tuesday -
Sunday | SAINT CLOCHE, 37 Macdonald Street, Paddington NSW.  
For all enquiries & imagery please contact kitty@saintcloche.com  
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http://victoriaalexander.com.au/aboutme

